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Our stories are the things that anchor us… 

They connect us to our past, as well as to those around us. And it is 
our story that prepares us for and propels us into our future.

But what happens when we are not the author of our own story?

Inhabiting someone else„s story about us – whether it„s a personal or professional
story; about us as an individual, our gender or our race - is like catching a 
glimpse of ourselves in a funhouse mirror. Everything may seem familiar, but 
also foreign and distorted. Every thought we have and action we take based
on that „outside story“ leads us off track instead of closer to our authentic goal. 
That„s because someone else„s story always reflects their agenda, never our own.

Before we can successfully tell our own stories, we have to allow ourselves to face
them. That„s what this retreat is all about. In the company of supportive
women and with three coaches at your side, you can take back your power and 
untangle the threads of your own different stories.

Let your seemingly separate stories come together to weave the fabric of 
which your future will be made!
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What we have in store for you…

Friday
from 3.30pm Arrival and room check-in
6.30pm - 6.40pm Official welcome and introduction of SisterCoaches
6.40pm - 7.00pm "If you don't tell your story, someone will tell it for you!"
7.00pm - 8.00pm Dinner
8.00pm - 9.30pm The 1st story: “Who am I?”

Saturday
7.30am - 9.00am Breakfast
9.00am - 9.10am Morning Greeting
9.10am - 9.25am Body Work w/Jemitra
9.25am - 10.00am "The importance of owning and telling our personal stories“ 
10.30am - 11.00am “Every mouthful tells a story of its own” 
11.am - 12.30pm Meal preparation w/Lillian and Jemitra
12.30pm - 1.30pm Lunch
1.30pm - 1.45pm Intro: Break-out Storytelling Sessions
2.00pm - 2.45pm Break-out A
3.00pm - 3.45pm Break-out B
4.00pm - 4.45pm Break-out C
5.00pm - 5.30pm "Creating stories that bring us home to ourselves"
5.30pm - 5.45pm Body Work w/Jemitra
5.45pm - 6.30pm Individual time for meditation and rest
6.30pm - 7.30pm Dinner
7.30pm - 9.30pm “Telling my „right now‟ story”

Sunday
8.30am - 9.30pm Breakfast
9.30am - 11.00pm "A Story is a fact wrapped in emotion, compelling us to take action"
11.00am - 12.30am "Letting go of inauthentic/past-due stories" 
12.30am - 13.00pm Departure Body Work w/Jemitra
13.00pm-13.45pm Snack
13.45pm Departure
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Trina Roach (USA/Germany): 
Helping you tell your professional story

Trina Roach is an executive coach and trainer, 
and – as an expert presenter – a strong believer
in the power of the professional and business story.
Trina understands how what you say about yourself
in a professional context shapes how others see you.
But more importantly, she can help you discover
how what you say about yourself reflects your 
own inner self-image.

Is the story you tell about yourself really in sync with
the goals you have set for yourself professionally?

Trina can help you detangle the individual threads of
your own complex story and re-weave it to better
reflect your authentic identity.
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“Every picture tells a story:”

Precisely when we are in „business mode“ we let rational thinking
take control. Let„s give that part of our brains a rest! Instead
of trying to verbalize our career or business dreams and goals, 
we„ll be using other media to reflect and express our professional 
personae.

„Acting out“

We„ve all been in situations where what we should have said in a
difficult professional situation doesn„t pop into our heads until 
hours after the fact. In these business theater rôle plays you„ll have 
an opportunity to say what you„ve always wanted to – so that 
next time you„ll feel more empowered to say exactly what you 
should.

Break-Out Sessions w/Trina
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Lillian Ogbogoh (UK/Nigeria): 
Helping you tell your personal story

Lillian Ogbogoh is a qualified NLP Practitioner
and is also a Directional Coach whose journey 
to this point has been anything but straight-
forward. Graduating with a degree in International Relations and 
combined studies, Lillian decided that the political arena was not 
where her true talents lie as she was more interested in the creative: 
the “what made people think” and the “why we did what we did as 
people” and the stories we share and tell.

Lillian helps to share the stories of others on her weekly online chat
show called Waking Passions on Talk Shoe and Blogtalk. On the unique 
changes of her guests on their road to their new stories... 

Lillian is adept with using stories to create change, in who we think 
we are and working on whose story are we telling ourselves as we go 
through each stage of our lives. 
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We are all “Bag Ladies”:  What does your bag say about you?

What we carry in our personal bags of life tells us a lot about our
Authentic selves we may not consciously recognize. As women we 
all carry handbags - or pocketbooks to my American sisters - that 
carry around our entire world and have been on our various life 
journeys with us.

What stories will your handbag say about you? Are they currently 
true or have they passed their sell-by date? 

Each of us will get an opportunity to explore your own personal 
bag story, as we all a share a bag that speaks to the 
multidimensional realm that is the woman.

Break-Out Sessions w/Lillian
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Jemitra Hairston (USA/Netherlands):
Helping you tell your self-care story

Jemitra Hairston is the Creative Director of the Green 
Doorway.  She has almost a decade of experience in the 
lifestyle and wellness field. Through customized holistic 
lifestyle programs, Jemitra serves as a guide who assists 
her clients on a personal journey toward attaining 
radiant health and unleashing their full potential.  She 
specializes in helping people who live busy, fast-paced 
lives.  Jemitra‟s programs draw from a wide range of 
techniques and modalities including:  Traditional Thai 
massage, vinyasa yoga, whole foods nutritional therapy, 
story reality, and the social ecological model.  
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“Compassionate Selfishness:  The Art of Self Care”

Self care is the root of our well-being and sets the tone for our 
experience of life.  Self care like everything else is subject to the 
influence of our personal stories. When we challenge these stories 
and engage in self care, we are able to replenish our inner reserves, 
be fully present with others, and extract the maximum amount of 
juice from our lives.

“Relationships:  Deep Mirror into the Self”

Our relationships reveal all of the stories that we hold about 
ourselves and intimate relationships, both the good and not so 
good.  We can affect powerful changes within our relationships by 
changing our personal stories.

Break-Out Sessions w/Jemitra
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The planned venue for this retreat is a rustic refurbished 
vacation house originally built in the 1700′s located in the 
heart of Germany‟s picturesque Sauerland region. 

This beautiful location offers us the privacy we need to both 
relax and open up, as well as access to breath-taking 
countryside at our doorstep for walks, games and (weather
permitting) other outdoor activities!
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The price of the Uncaged Bird™ Retreat is

€ 375* + MwSt.

This covers the cost of:

• all activities that are part of the actual coaching encounter
• two nights (in double rooms)
• all meals: 1x breakfast buffet; 1x brunch buffet; 1x lunch buffet; 

2x dinner + healthy snacks

To receive the registration package for this event, click link and fill in 
For at the bottom of the page!

–> Ask about group registration rates!

*Cost may vary slightly if the venue is changed
** Depending on the number of participants, any requests for single 
rooms will be honored on a “first-come, first-serve” basis for an 
additional fee.

http://tinyurl.com/4qp9sv5
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“There is no greater agony than 
bearing an untold story inside you.”

(Maya Angelou)
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Uncaged Birds™ is a series of proprietary products and services created 
By  Creating Tomorrow: The Leadership Consultancy as part of

it’s 360°° of Diversity portfolio.

Trina E. Roach
Coach – Trainer – Consultant

360° of Diversity@Creating Tomorrow: The Leadership Consultancy
57413 Finnentrop

Germany

fon: +49-2724-24 39 83
mobile: + 49-176-548 208 35 (please leave a message!)

mail: diversity(at)creating-tomorrow.com
web: www.uncagedbirds.wordpress.com

http://creating-tomorrow.com/blog
http://360diversity.wordpress.com/
http://360diversity.wordpress.com/
http://360diversity.wordpress.com/
http://360diversity.wordpress.com/

